Mutual trade in Kazakhstan
Features of producing foreign and mutual trade statistics in Kazakhstan

Submitted by legal entities and (or) their structural and independent subdivisions, individual entrepreneurs, as well as individuals carrying out export and (or) import operations with the Eurasian Economic Union member-states.

Methodology and legal framework

"Statistics of international trade in goods: concepts and definitions" (IMTS-2010)

"Methodology for maintaining statistics of foreign and mutual trade in goods of the EAEU member-states"
Approved by the Decision of the Board of the Eurasian Economic Commission No. 210 dated December 25, 2018

"Methodology for maintaining statistics of international trade in goods"
Approved by the Order of the Chairman of the SC MNE RoK No. 204 dated 14 December 2015

"Commodity nomenclature of foreign economic activity of the EAEU"
Decision of the EEC Council No. 80 dated September 14, 2021


Entrepreneurial Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated October 29, 2015 No. 375- V

Ensuring data completeness and quality

Implementation of arithmetic-logical control:

When respondents file Statistical Form 1-TS online, they have various ALCs by indicators: product code, country of destination/departure/origin, product weight, additional unit of measure, product value, mode of transport, date of the contract, etc.

Monthly verification of average prices per weight unit and additional unit of measure. Reconciliation of data with other statistical forms of the Bureau.

Annual updates of the “Quality Report on Statistics of Foreign and Mutual Trade” on www.stat.gov.kz

Reference:
In 2021, almost 90% of respondents (154 thousand out of 172 thousand) reported online using Form 1-TS

Reconciliation of data with the government agencies of Kazakhstan:

State Revenue Committee, Ministry of Finance of Kazakhstan
Information on the goods exported to the territory of EAEU member-states (from import declarations of goods and payment of indirect taxes received from the tax authorities of the EAEU member-states) and the import of goods from the territory of EAEU member-states from the import declarations of goods and payment of indirect taxes (Form 328.00)

Ministry of Agriculture of Kazakhstan
Information on veterinary certificates
Information on phytosanitary certificates

National Bank of Kazakhstan
Information on Kazakhstan residents who have concluded contracts with residents of EAEU member-states, with the assigned reference numbers
International activity

- Trade Map Comtrade UN
- International Road Federation
- Joint Organizations Data Initiative (Jodi)
- International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO)
- International Energy Agency under the OECD
- United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
- The World Bank

International data exchange

- Memoranda of understanding with the Federal Customs Service of Russian Federation
- Memorandum of understanding with the National Statistical Committee of Kyrgyz Republic
Integration of IS 1C "Accounting" with IS "e-Statistics"

Advantages of the system

- It builds into the traditional IS: Accounting
- It does not require additional documents to be completed
- It automatically produces 1-TS Report
- 1-TS Report is downloaded from IS and uploaded to Statistics' portal
- It does not require programmers’ involvement
- It does not change configuration

Integration of IS "e-Statistics" with the module “Accompanying invoices for goods” of IS "Electronic Invoices"

In order to reduce the burden on respondents, eliminate duplicate reporting and ensure the quality of statistical information, the Bureau is planning this integration, to subsequently cancel the statistical Form 1-TS.